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MyGalileoSolution Prize Contest 
 

 

Question #65: Does GSA gain commercial ownership or rights to the entries of the My Galileo 

Solution contest? 

Answer #65: Applicants will retain full ownership of the intellectual property rights on software 

developed within the framework of the contest, and exclusivity of commercial exploitation (see 

section ‘Intellectual Property of Developments’ of the Terms of Reference). 

 

Question #66: Is it possible to enter the contest with the idea of bulding a certain part of the 

application? The whole application will take much longer to finish than the contest period lasts, but 

we could finish the feature using Galileo during the contest. 

Answer #66: Yes, this is possible. Please make sure you will properly describe the solution and the 

stage of the solution’s development in the application and clearly define the delta/progress to be 

achieved during the competition. 

 

Question #67: We have already applied but would like to change our application. Can we update 

the existing application or do we have to apply again with the new one? 

Answer #67: Applicants can add documents and/or modify their application before the submissions 

deadline.  

 

Question #68: In case of legal entity applicant, is it necessary to enter all the owners of the company 

as natural persons in the Declaration of Ownership document? 

Answer #68: In case of legal entity applicants that own the solution to be presented in the application, 

the declaration of ownership should be submitted on behalf of the legal entity and signed by entity’s 

authorized represenative. No separate declarations as natural persons of the company’s owners are 

needed.  

 

Question #69: What is "extract of the national company registry" that should accompany the legal 

entity form? 

Answer #69: A company extract is a document issued by national authorities that confirms company’s 

registration in the companies’ national register. The form of the company extract varies depending on 

the issuing country. 

 



 
 
Question #70: Is it possible to make changes to the team during the competition?For example, 

could new team members be added? 

Answer #70: Yes, new team members can be added to a team during the different phases of the 

contest, subject to the fulfillment of the exclusion and eligibility criteria, as set in the Terms of 

Reference of the contest, evidenced by the Declaration of Honour and the Legal Entity Form 

documents. 

 

Question #71: Can applicants of other GSA prize contests join the Slack with the same login 

information previously used? 

Answer #71: Applicants of MyGalileoSolution need to register for slack channel of the contest, 
regardless of their previous registration in the platform for other GSA prize contests. Applicants 
need to create log in and password here: 
https://join.slack.com/t/mygalileosolution/shared_invite/zt-hyxgga1y-sl8dYQsOKyMhzQTKUoslBA .  

 

Question #72: For legal entity applicants, is the nationality / citizenship of their employees relevant 

for the eligibility of the legal entity? 

Answer #72: For legal entity applicants, the nationality / citizenship of their employees is not relevant 

for the eligibility of the legal entity to participate in the competition. 
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